We have developed an online radiative-transfer suite (https://psg.gsfc.nasa.gov) applicable to a broad range of planetary objects (e.g., planets, moons, comets, asteroids, TNOs, KBOs, exoplanets). The Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) can synthesize planetary spectra (atmospheres and surfaces) for a broad range of wavelengths (UV/Vis/near-IR/IR/far-IR/THz/submm/Radio) from any observatory (e.g., JWST, ALMA, Keck, SOFIA), any orbiter (e.g., ExoMars, Juno), or any lander (e.g., MSL). This is achieved by combining several state-of-the-art radiative transfer models, spectroscopic databases and planetary databases (i.e., climatological and orbital).
Introduction
Instruments and tools to characterize planetary atmospheres and surfaces have reached an unprecedented level of sophistication and maturity, opening new windows in the exploration of our solar system and beyond. High-resolution infrared spectrometers with broad spectral coverage at ground-based observatories (e.g., Keck, IRTF, VLT) and arrays of radio telescopes with state of the art receivers (e.g., ALMA) now permit the exploration of the kinematics, composition and thermal structure of a broad range of planetary sources with unprecedented precision. These, combined with the advent of comprehensive spectroscopic databases containing billions of lines and accurate reflectance spectra, robust radiative transfer models, and unprecedented available computational power, are transforming the way we investigate planetary objects.
For instance, remote sensing of atmospheric isotopic ratios is now more accessible than ever, and it has recently permitted us to infer that Mars lost an ocean's worth of water [1] , and to further understand the role of comets in delivering the water to Earth's oceans [2, 3] . Similarly, thanks to modern spectroscopy the spectacular infrared maps derived by the New Horizons mission [4, 5] can now be quantitatively interpreted to establish the composition of Pluto's surface with great accuracy and precision [6] . At longer wavelengths, the ALMA array is revolutionizing the characterization of planetary atmospheres by enabling high-spatial resolutions and unparalleled sensitivities, as demonstrated by the surprising maps of HNC and HC3N obtained of Titan [7] and the observations of Pluto's atmosphere [8] .
Interpreting this wealth of planetary data has only been possible thanks to decades of meticulous work by hundreds of laboratory spectroscopists (e.g., [9] [10] [11] ) and radiative transfer modelers (e.g., [12, 13] ). This also means that many of these tools have reached a high level of maturity, and also of fractionation. For instance, there are two complementary molecular infrared spectroscopic databases (HITRAN [14] , GEISA [15] ), several radio molecular databases (e.g., JPL [16] , CDMS [17] , Spatalogue), and numerous reflectance libraries (e.g., ASTER, RELAB, SpecLib). In many cases, these databases provide conflicting information, and each use particular/unique file formats, that restrict their portability and validation across different radiative transfer applications.
Particularly challenging is the existence of numerous radiative transfer packages for ingesting these databases. Typically, these packages require complex installation and compilation procedures for them to operate, and they are particularly restrictive in operational scope (e.g., planet, type of atmosphere/surface) and wavelength (e.g., spectral database, file formats). Even at the internet encyclopedia (Wikipedia), there is an entry for "Atmospheric radiative transfer codes", listing dozens of packages and their capabilities (wavelength range, geometry, scattering, polarization, accessibility/licensing, etc.). There have been several attempts to quantify the differences between different packages (e.g., [18] ), and a commercial internet facility (www.spectralcalc.com) implements a small subset relevant to Earth/Mars science. However, due to a lack of portability in wavelength and geometry, there is currently no "gold-standard" or benchmark across a broad range of observing conditions.
A successful example of the consolidation of multiple data sources occurred in the field of planetary ephemeris, with the creation of the JPL/Horizons online tool in 1996. This tool, which is now widely used by the planetary community, has become the primary repository and tool to compute orbital parameters, thanks to its accuracy, ease of use and online presence. The tool ingests astrometric information collected from a multitude of sources and employs a robust orbital calculator to produce user-friendly lists of orbital parameters that can be used for several planetary applications. A similar successful story is that of the Mars Climate Database [19] , which has become the main repository for weather forecasts and circulation models of Mars. The key component that made these tools highly successful was the user-friendly online portal, permitting the public to obtain accurate planetary information without having to compile and install a multitude of software packages (and to learn how to properly operate them).
In an attempt to materialize a similar solution for planetary spectroscopy, we developed the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG), an easy-of-use online tool that can ingest a broad range of spectroscopic information while employing accurate models to synthesize planetary fluxes (see figure 1 ). The applicability of the tool is extensive, from planning observations (e.g., observing
proposals, mission planning), to interpreting ground-based and spacecraft planetary data, to developing new instrument/telescope concepts, to calibrating spectroscopic mission data. Beyond the online access, the tool was conceptualized to be accurate and extremely flexible, in order to provide a self-consistent and comprehensive solution for such a broad range of problems. Most importantly, the tool incorporates a set of modern and state-of-the-art radiative transfer packages, ensuring realistic simulations and in spite of the complexity of these simulations, the tool also guarantees short run times and highly efficient computations.
As we discuss in chapter 2, the first step for any simulation is a precise three-dimensional description of the object under study and the geometry of the observation. In chapters 3 and 4, we present the models and databases employed to describe the atmospheres and surfaces of these bodies, respectively. In chapter 5, we discuss the different methods employed in performing the radiative-transfer models. A description of the online tool and the remote application program interface (API) is presented in chapter 6, while conclusions summarizing the tool and the future steps are presented in chapters 7 and 8.
Planetary bodies and geometries
Any spectroscopic simulation requires a precise description of the geometry being considered. For that purpose, we have integrated a three-dimensional (3D) calculator for most bodies in the solar system, and all confirmed exoplanets. By setting the appropriate observational geometry, PSG can interface to these models and databases, the tool can be utilized to synthesize broad range of planetary spectra.
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synthesize spectra for practically any observer and target configuration (specific details on the observing parameters accepted by PSG can be found in Appendix A). These can be summarized as adaptions of observatory, nadir, limb, solar/stellar occultation or from-surface (looking-up or looking-up to the Sun) remote sensing observations (see figure 2 ). Once the 3D location of the object and the observer are defined, the geometry module computes the following set of parameters for the field-of-view (assumed to be a circular beam): a) incidence angle (b); b) emission angle (a); c) phase angle between the observer and the Sun (f); d) fraction of the object included in the FOV (field-of-view); e) fraction of the parent-star included in the FOV (SP); f) projected distance between the FOV and the parent-star (DS). Certain parameters are only relevant to specific geometries, for example the parameters SP and DS are only relevant when observing exoplanets, and DS specifically when employing a coronagraph. In limb and occultation geometries, the incidence and emission angles are equal to 90 (b=a=90º). In the looking-up mode, the radiative transfer is integrated only along the emission path (a), while the b and f parameters are only used to compute the diffuse scattering fluxes.
When the FOV is much smaller than the object disk (e.g., nadir, limb, occultation and looking-up observations), a single set of geometry parameters is typically sufficient when performing the radiative transfer calculation. The issue is when the FOV samples a broad range of illuminations and surface properties (e.g., the FOV is comparable and/or bigger than the object disk); in this case, one would need to compute radiative transfer simulations over different geometries, which would be then integrated to produce a single total planetary flux. Such approach would be particularly computationally expensive, and in PSG we currently define only one set of geometry parameters and one radiative-transfer calculation per simulation (the user can decide to perform detailed mapped simulations by employing the application program interface [API], see section 6.1). In many cases, by establishing a single set of representative geometry parameters, one can obtain accurate total planetary fluxes from a single radiative transfer calculation, even when the FOV encompasses the whole planetary disk. In PSG, we employ a hybrid approach, in which the geometry module computes fluxes and geometry parameters (e.g., emission:ai and incidence:bi angles) across the sampled FOV/disk employing a grid of 140 x 140 points (19,600 sets of geometry values). The point-by-point fluxes are computed employing a Lambertian model, and are then used to determine the contribution function (wi) for each of these points to the total flux.
The effective emission angle (a) and incidence angle (b) are then calculated as the flux weighted value across the FOV, a = cos -1 (S(wi · cos(ai)) and b = cos -1 (S(wi · cos(bi)). The same procedure is used to compute the effective sub-solar and sub-observer latitudes and longitudes.
Orbital modeling of solar system bodies
For the main bodies in the solar system (e.g., Mars, Neptune, Europa), PSG relies on pre-computed ephemeris tables from 1960 to 2050 calculated with the JPL/Horizons ephemerides system (https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi) at a cadence of 1 hour, and later interpolated to the observational time, establishing the geometrical location and orientation of the object with respect to the observer. These tables tabulate heliocentric distance (rh), heliocentric velocity (vh), geocentric distance (rg), geocentric velocity (vg), sub-solar latitude (slat), sub-solar longitude (slon), sub-observer latitude (olat) and sub-observer longitude (olon). For small bodies (e.g., comets, asteroids), PSG dynamically extracts orbital parameters from the JPL-Horizons ephemerides system by connecting via their telnet API. For small bodies with no sub-solar / subobserver latitudes and longitudes, PSG defines them based on the ecliptic angles.
A key climatological parameter is the solar longitude (Ls, see figure 3 ), or position across the orbital path (true anomaly) with respect to the northern hemisphere spring equinox (time when the planet's equatorial plane is equal to the orbital plane, Ls=0). Ls=90 corresponds to northern summer solstice, Ls=180 marks the northern autumn equinox and Ls=270 indicates northern winter solstice. This parameter is particularly relevant when querying information from generalcirculation-models (GCM) or climatological databases of planets, since it is a fundamental factor observer's altitude (with respect to the planetary surface) and zenith angle for the "looking-up" geometry.
in describing the structure and dynamics of the atmosphere. From the previously described ephemerides tables, which also include the true anomaly quantity, we determined the Ls=0 for each object and used this information to establish the seasonal state and climatology of the planet.
When defining the reference point (i.e., location of the observer), PSG typically assumes an Earthcentered position, yet detailed spacecraft information (with a cadence of 1 minute, and frequently updated) has been integrated into PSG for many orbiters (e.g., MRO, Mars Express, ExoMars/Trace Gas Orbiter, MAVEN, Mars Odyssey, Cassini, Juno) and hundreds of points of interest (e.g., Maunakea, Paranal, Chajnantor, Arecibo, Viking, MSL/Curiosity, MER landers).
Orbital modeling of exoplanets
Transit detection and radial velocity characterization of exoplanet orbits provide constraints on the orbital parameters of planets detected around other stars. This information can be used to construct eccentricity (e) and time of transit (TT) or time of periastron (TP). Even for highly eccentric orbits, such a method is sufficient to accurately determine the location of the exoplanet along its orbit, and this together with knowledge of the orbital inclination (I), permits PSG to construct an accurate three-dimensional view of the system (within the known certainty of these variables).
Determining the actual sub-solar and sub-observer latitudes / longitudes requires knowledge of the rotational period and obliquity of the planet. Such parameters are rarely known for exoplanets, and when computing exoplanet ephemerides PSG assumes that the planets are tidally locked with no obliquity and the sub-solar latitudes / longitudes are set at the center of the planet, while the phase identifies the true anomaly with respect to that of the secondary transit (with a phase of 180 corresponding to the primary transit). Arbitrary or user-defined sub-solar and sub-observer values can be edited manually in the configuration file, or via an API request (see Section 6.1).
Atmospheres and line-lists
The main structure of an atmosphere can be assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium (in which atmospheric pressure is equilibrated by gravity), or in constant expansion (typical for comets and small bodies), in which gravity is negligible (see figure 4) . When establishing the vertical structure of the atmosphere (T vs. pressure, abundance profiles, etc.) the user can provide any arbitrary vertical profile as input by modifying the "ATMOSPHERE" fields (see Appendix A) of the configuration file. As a minimum, the overall structure of the atmosphere can be defined with a 
). Further parameterization is permitted in PSG, and the radiative transfer also allows the user to provide layer-by-layer pressures, temperatures, altitudes and abundances. For most of planets in the solar system, PSG provides vertical profile information based on climatological databases (see sections 3.1 and 3.2), equilibrium models (see sections 3.5), and remote-sensing and in-situ measurements (e.g., Venus [21] , Jupiter/Saturn [22] , Neptune/Uranus [23] and Titan [24] ). Computation of layer-by-later integrated column densities (molecules/m 2 ) and aerosols mass densities (kg/m 2 ) is done employing the Curtis-Godson algorithm [25, 26] . Even though the user may provide vertical profile information for a broad range of species and aerosols, in many cases, only a selected set of species are needed to be included in the radiativetransfer analysis. More importantly, it is of key importance that the user defines which molecular database will be used to synthesize each component, and for that purpose PSG permits the user to link the species to be analyzed with the specific spectral database. There are several highly complete spectral databases, each applicable to different spectral regions and excitation regimes (see summary table 2 ). For instance, HITRAN [14] and GEISA [15] [14] for details). For aerosols, PSG allows the user to select from a broad selection (103 species) of pre-computed scattering models (see section 5.1), that range from icy particles to sulfuric volcanic aerosols. These models are tabulated at four particle sizes (0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 µm), and later interpolated to the desired user provided particle size. will consider standard abundance profiles [13] . Many of these species have long atmospheric lifetimes (e.g., CO2, CH4) and are non-condensable (e.g., CO) so they do not show strong geographical and/or temporal variability, so this assumption should be accurate enough in most
cases. Yet other species are known to display strong variability (e.g., H2CO) and the provided vertical profiles should be considered solely as best-guesses.
Mars atmosphere
PSG extracts atmospheric information from the Mars Climate Database (MCD, [19] ), a comprehensive repository of meteorological fields derived from General Circulation Model (GCM) numerical simulations and validated using available observational data. The database has a natural spatial resolution of ~5 degrees (64 x 49) and 30 layers up to ~90 km, with 12 local times (2-hours resolution) and 12 seasons. PSG operates with the raw information contained in the NetCDF files, which is later refined spatially and temporally to the specific time and latitude / longitude of the PSG calculation. In a similar procedure as done by Millour et al. [19] (and as we do to resample the MERRA-2 database), the 64 x 49 grid is refined spatially to a much finer scale (11520 x 5760, ~0.03 degrees) by employing the MOLA topographic data [39] . Several climatological states are possible (e.g., dust storm, cold scenario) and also for different levels of EUV radiation, with PSG extracting information only considering the typical climatological state (average dust and EUV conditions). Specifically, PSG extracts vertical profiles of pressure, temperature, CO2, N2, O2, CO, H2O, dust, dust size, water ice and ice particle size from the MCD database, while the surface albedo information is determined from the MGS/TES database [40] .
Gas giants / Dense and hazy atmospheres
Planets in which their atmospheres are so thick, that the definition of a physical solid "surface" becomes ambiguous (e.g., Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune), require a careful and particular parameterization of the radiative-transfer. Specifically, the atmospheric layering should be as complete as possible when defining the main species that contribute to the spectroscopic opacities.
In giant planets, the main opacity terms that define this optically thick "surface" are hazes (e.g., CH4, NH3, NH4SH, H2S, H2O hazes) and the effect of collision-induced-absorption by molecular hydrogen and helium. Beyond that, a plethora of hydrocarbon species (e.g., CH4, C2H2, C2H6) and other trace molecules contribute to the overall atmospheric opacities. Due to this set of numerous opacity terms, these atmospheres are rarely probed at pressures beyond 10 bars, and in PSG we have provided a basic description of the main hazes and species from 10 bars to ~10 nbar. For the giants (i.e., Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune), the haze profiles are based on [41] while for Venus, the sulphuric acid haze profile is based on [42] . Molecular abundances are only prescribed for a select set of species based on [22, 23, 43, 44] , and it is great of importance for the user to update and validate the desired abundance / haze profiles when performing a simulation. Information about molecular lineshapes for non-terrrestrial environments (e.g., H2, He, CO2 atmospheres) is still limited, yet with the advent of new laboratory measurements [45, 46] and new modeling efforts [28, 47] , many more linelists are constantly added. Currently, PSG handles broadening coefficients for self-broadening and for an air (mixture of N2+O2) atmosphere for all HITRAN species, and for a selection of species (H2O, CO, SO2, HF, HCl, OCS, C2H2, CO2, N2O, H2CO, HCN, H2S, OH) in H2, He and CO2 atmospheres. We expect to provide broadening information for many more species in the near future (see section 7).
Cometary atmospheres
Cometary outgassing and molecular abundances are highly variable and relatively difficult to estimate or predict. The main parameter that establishes the intensity of spectroscopic fluxes in a comet is the gas production rate, or activity rate, Q [molecules/s]. The user can provide this value as a parameter, but in some cases the user may not know it, and PSG will estimate the level of activity in the comet (i.e., Q) from other observed astronomical quantities (e.g., visual magnitude).
Typically, cometary activity is driven by water outgassing at heliocentric distances (rh) within 2 au, while the sublimation of more volatile ices tends to dominate cometary activity beyond 2 au, yet this is extremely dependent on composition and structure. 
Exoplanet atmospheres
The temperature, composition and structure of exoplanets vary substantially, from scorching hot giants to small rocky planets. In an attempt to provide a moderately accurate description of this diversity, in PSG we organize the exoplanets by mass (M in Earth's mass [MÅ] ) and density (r [g/cm 3 ]) into four categories (in a comparable fashion to the Kepler categorization): Earth-like planets (M<2 and ρ>4), super-Earths (M<10 and ρ>4, bigger than Earth but smaller than Neptune), Neptune-like (M<50, small gas giants, comparable to Neptune and Uranus), and gas-giants (M>50, Saturn-sized and larger). We are currently working with exoplanet atmospheric modelers to develop a flexible module for describing Earth-like and super-Earth atmospheric profiles.
Currently PSG simply assumes a terrestrial structure and composition (MERRA-2, see 3.1) for
Earth-like planets, and a Venusian structure and composition [21] for super-Earth like planets. For gas giants, PSG employs the non-grey thermal model by Parmentier & Guillot [55] to determine the vertical temperature profile of the planet. This analytical model is fast and matches full numerical simulations within 10% over a wide range of effective temperature, internal temperature and gravity and properly predicts the depth of the radiative/convective boundary. The equilibrium temperatures of the atmospheres are assumed to be strongly related to their composition and to the acting greenhouse gases. The model makes reasonable assumptions about composition based on gravity, distance to host star and density, and using two different opacity bands in the thermal frequency range, establishes the dual role of thermal non-grey opacities in defining the temperature profile. Opacities dominated by lines enable the upper atmosphere to cool down significantly compared to a grey atmosphere whereas opacities dominated by bands lead both to a significant cooling of the upper atmosphere and a significant heating of the deep atmosphere [55] . 
Modeling of planetary surfaces
The surface defines one of the "boundary" conditions of the radiative-transfer analysis. For expanding atmospheres, these parameters relate to those of the nucleus and to the dust particles (solid phase components), with the parameter "dust/gas" ratio identifying whether the comet is dust poor (low dust/gas) or rich (high dust/gas). We have developed a versatile surface module that combines a realistic Hapke scattering model [6] and the capability to ingest a broad range of optical constants, permitting PSG to accurately compute surface reflectances and emissitivities.
This type of modeling is applicable to surfaces both in the inner and the outer solar system and it is of high relevance to studies related to formation and evolutionary processes over a wide range of distances from the Sun (e.g., [56] [57] [58] [59] ).
When synthesizing planetary reflectance spectra, a comprehensive and validated repository of spectral constants and reflectance spectra is mandatory in order to perform this task. The spectroscopic signatures are affected by the relative abundance of the components together with their grain sizes, and the approximate surface characteristics (e.g. mean roughness slope, compaction parameter) of the layer that scatters the incident solar radiation. Real planetary surfaces are composed of different elements, and several methods have been developed to calculate synthetic reflectance spectra for comparison with the spectroscopic observational data of solar system bodies. One of the scattering theories most widely used for modeling the reflectance spectra of planetary surfaces is that of Hapke [60, 61] . This geometric optics model provides the bidirectional reflectance r of a particulate surface as a function of the single scattering albedo w.
The latter is computed by PSG using the equivalent-slab approximation and the bidirectional reflectance is described as r = (ω(D,n,k)/4p) ( /( + 0)) P(g). When employing optical constants (n and k), the volume single scattering albedo ω is calculated as a function of the particle diameter D, and the formula above is applied. However, the user can also select reflectance measurements to represent the surface, instead of optical constants, in which case the formula above is not needed.
The cosine of the incidence angle (i) and emission angle (e) are commonly indicated with 0 and , respectively. The particle phase function P(g), with g being the phase angle, accounts for anisotropic scattering. A one-term Henyey-Greenstein phase function is considered for P(g).
The previous relation can be used to compute the bidirectional reflectance of a medium composed of closely packed particles of a single component. However, the surface of interest can be a mixture of different types of elements. Therefore, in order to calculate synthetic reflectance spectra for comparison with the observational data, it is necessary to compute the reflectance of mixtures of different types of particles. An areal (also called geographical) mixture consists of materials of different composition and/or microphysical properties that are spatially isolated from one another, while in an intimate mixture the surface consists of different types of particles mixed homogeneously together in close proximity. Areal is the most commonly considered approach and it is also substantially less computationally intensive; therefore it is the current method employed by PSG.
Properly modeling spectroscopic features of planetary surfaces over a wide wavelength range requires a comprehensive and inclusive spectroscopic database. There is currently no single repository that integrates optical constants and reflectances of solid surfaces and ices over a wide spectral range. For instance, for interpreting data by CRISM (0.4-4 µm, Compact Reconnaissance
Imaging Spectrometer for Mars instrument on MRO), the team has created a repository of spectral constants (see MRO/CRISM listed below), while the New-Horizons teams utilize several specialized optical constants. Each database has a unique file system and nomenclature, making it extremely difficult to integrate different spectral constants into a common surface radiative transfer model.
We identified eight spectral databases (see Table 4 
Radiative transfer modeling
The spectroscopic calculation is divided in three stages within PSG: 1) calculation of the surface reflectance / emissivity and solar spectra, 2) calculation of the atmospheric radiances and This stellar information is used to compute reflected/scattered solar/stellar fluxes, and also to compute the total observable exoplanet fluxes. The stellar transmittance templates can be also scaled to different effective stellar temperatures and when considering the G-type template the Kurucz spectrum is complemented by the ACE solar spectrum (2-14 µm, [72] ). Each spectrum is properly shifted by the corresponding Doppler shifts (object-Star, object-observer), and PSG includes correction for rotational shift (spectral shift induced by the rotation of the planet) and rotational line broadening.
Radiative transfer of atmospheres (PUMAS)
When performing the line-by-line radiative-transfer analysis, PUMAS computes the layer-by-layer contribution of each line considering a Voigt line-shape implemented via a Faddeeva function with an optimized Humlicek algorithm [73, 74] . This implementation, while fast, can be extremely computer intensive when computing the contribution from the extended Lorentzian wings. For that purpose, in PSG we employ the wide/fine grid methodology implemented in the LINEPAK [75] and GENLN2/3 [12] , in which the core of the line is computed at a fine spectral resolution (dv=1E- When the spectral region of analysis includes millions of lines, a line-by-line analysis is prohibitively expensive and PUMAS employs the alternative correlated-k approach (e.g., [76] ).
This method is accurate for moderate resolutions, yet it requires to have pre-computed opacity tables for a broad range of species, temperatures, pressures, wavelengths and resolutions, and can be a daunting process to implement for such a generalized radiative-transfer suite as PUMAS.
Currently, the correlated-k implementation in PUMAS has been only implemented for most of the Beyond molecules, the presence of aerosol particles (dust/ice/clouds/hazes) in a planetary atmosphere has a significant impact on the intensity and morphology of planetary spectra. The general approach of the community has involved the coupling of a molecular transmission code (i.e., LBLRTM, GENLN3) with a multiple scattering radiative transfer algorithm (i.e., DISORT, [77, 78] ) such as has been done by Turner and collaborators with LBLDIS [79] . In PSG, the treatment of multiple scattering from atmospheric aerosols is enabled by using the discrete ordinates method (e.g., [69, 80, 81] ). The radiation field is approximated by a discrete number of streams distributed in angle with respect to the plane-parallel normal. The number of stream pairs (pairs of corresponding upward and downward radiation streams) can be set as high as necessary to accurately model the angular dependence of the aerosol scattering phase function while maintaining computational feasibility. The "two-stream approximation" often used when modeling planetary atmospheres is an example of the discrete ordinates method using one stream pair.
The angular dependence of the scattering phase function for a particular aerosol is described in terms of an expansion in terms of Legendre Polynomials, typically with the number of expansion terms equal to the number of stream pairs. As implemented in PSG, the Legendre expansion coefficients are pre-computed using an assumed particle size distribution for each available aerosol type and using either Mie scattering (e.g., [82] ) or T-matrix (e.g., [83] ) codes as specified in the associated information files for each aerosol type. The underlying indices of refraction for aerosols are empirically derived from spacecraft observations in the case of Mars dust and water ice aerosols [84] , or from the HRI (HITRAN Refractory Index [67] ) database. For the case of the HRI constants, we calculate scattering coefficients employing a Mie implementation [85] that derives Henyey-Greenstein scattering g-factors. Internally, PSG converts these g-factors into Legendre expansion coefficients in order to be ingested by the radiative-transfer suite.
The discrete ordinates formulation computes the diffuse radiation field for a plane-parallel atmosphere. When spherical geometry is important (e.g., limb geometry observations), the pseudospherical approximation (e.g., [81, 86] ) is used for computational efficiency. In this scheme, the source functions computed using the diffuse field from the discrete ordinates plane-parallel geometry are integrated along an equivalent curved path through the model layers. This curved path is defined by computing the correct emission angle for the path at the boundary of each layer.
The pseudo-spherical approximation is accurate over a wide range of conditions and is orders of magnitude faster than an "exact" Monte Carlo code (see details in [69] ). When computing transit spectra, the radiative transfer computes the slant transmission across every layer, and this is then integrated across all layers, ultimately deriving the effective transit exoplanet spectrum [21] .
Cometary modeling (CEM)
The spectra of a comet can be divided into three main components: the nucleus (reflected and emitted), coma grains (reflected and emitted) and gas emissions (e.g., LTE, non-LTE). The
Cometary Emission Model (CEM) in PSG employs the surface model described in section 4 to model the nucleus and the grains, while gas emissions are calculated employing a mono-layer non-LTE and LTE excitation model. The nucleus is assumed to be a spherical Lambertian emitting surface, while the dust is calculated as a diffuse and extended emitting component. The outgassing of dust-grains and parent molecular species is assumed to be isotropic and at constant expansion velocity, with photo-dissociation defining the lifetime and spatial extent of molecular species. These assumptions are generally accurate enough (and widely employed by the community) to determine integrated column densities and molecular fluxes across the coma, yet the lifetime and velocity of the dust-grains can be mass/size/composition dependent and may differ from the surrounding gas environment. On the other hand, the strong relationship between visual magnitude (mainly defined by dust) and water production for 37 comets (see section 3.4, [50] ) indicates that a common dust and gas outgassing scheme should be accurate enough for most cases, and it is the method employed by CEM. In CEM, we treat dust particles as behaving like the surrounding gas and it can be demonstrated that for a dust/gas mass ratio of 1.0, the brightness relationship determined by [50] is consistent with an average particle size of rdust=3.4 microns (when assuming a dust particle density of r=0.5 kg/cm 3 , and then define the dust mass as Mdust = Mgas · DG, where DG is the user-provided dust-to-gas mass ratio (1.0 is assumed to be typical, yet it is an adjustable parameter in CEM). The number of dust particles in the FOV is then Ndust = Mdust / (4/3 · Adust · rdust · r), where Adust is the particle cross-section (p rdust 2 ), and the opacity due to dust is then Odust = Ndust · (Adust/Abeam), where Abeam is the area of the FOV at the comet. Ultimately, the effective emitting dust area is Aem = Abeam · (1.0 -exp(-Odust)), which is the parameter employed to compute flux densities in PSG employing standard surface radiation terms.
Noise simulator
PSG currently includes an advanced sensitivity and noise calculator for different telescope and instrument configurations (e.g, coronagraph, interferometer), and for a diverse set of detector types (e.g, quantum, thermal, heterodyne). Computing noise for such a diverse set of modes over the whole electromagnetic spectrum range is complex and a first glance unattainable, yet when considering a set of constraints, background sources (see figure 6 ), guidelines and reasonable assumptions, the achieved accuracy can be very high. Importantly, when observing with groundbased observatories, PSG can also impose the effects of telluric absorption and noise on the With respect to the telescope configurations, PSG allows the user to define three types of telescope/instrument modes: a) single monolithic telescope, b) interferometric array, and c) a coronograph instrument/telescope. In all cases, the integration of the fluxes is done over bounded and finite field-of-views and spectral ranges, with no spatial convolutions applied to the fields.
The model for the coronagraph is relatively simple, yet the user can provide detailed contrast tables describing the performance of the instrument across l/D. In the basic mode, PSG assumes that the throughput is minimum (1/contrast) within half the inner-working-angle (IWA), it reaches 50% at the IWA, and the throughput is maximum (100%) at 1.5 times the IWA.
Calculation of sensitivities requires a precise knowledge of the detector characteristics and the behavior of the signal and its noise under this regime. At short wavelengths (e.g., optical or near IR), the background photon counts follow a Poisson distribution, and the fluctuations are given by √N where N is the mean number of photons received [89] . This Poisson distribution holds only in the case that the mean photon mode occupation number is small, n<<1. For a thermal background, the occupation number is given by the Bose-Einstein formula, so the opposite classical limit n>>1
is the usual situation at longer wavelengths for which hv<<kT. When n>>1, the photons do not arrive independently according to a Poisson process but instead are strongly bunched, and the states that the noise is proportional to the background power rather than its square root-for radio/sub-millimeter detectors (TRX, receiver temperature mode). The formalism employed for the TRX module is based on the ALMA sensitivity calculator [90] . The noise components with Poisson statistics (i.e., UV, optical, IR) are calculated as: 
Online and retrieval capabilities

Web Interface and Application-Program-Interface (API)
The PSG tool can be accessed online at https://psg.gsfc.nasa.gov, where the user establishes the parameters of the simulation (discussed in the previous sections) and then performs a simulation request. The online presence is based on a PHP framework, which permits the user to input the parameters of the run, observe the 3D graphics of the orbital calculations, and plot the resulting spectra. The parameters entered by the user via the web GUI are stored in a configuration text file, which is then distributed among the spectroscopic PSG modules in order to perform the simulations. This configuration file can be downloaded and saved for future operations, and it is also internally saved on the PSG servers so every user always returns to her/his configuration file.
The format of this file is in a relaxed form of XML (eXtensible Markup Language), the nowpreferred file type across applications, while the resulting simulated spectra by PSG is provided in standard ASCII columns. Extensive documentation and tutorials on how to operate PSG are available at the site (see also Appendix A).
Importantly, PSG allows the user to perform operations remotely by employing a versatile Application Program Interface (API, see figure 7 ). The API operates by sending a configuration file to the PSG servers, which can be modified on the local machine as needed. Upon reception of the configuration file, PSG will compute the simulation and send back the planetary spectra. The main value of the API is that the user does not need to install / update the radiative transfer modules and databases on his/her computer -by performing a 'curl' command (via HTTPS), the user runs the simulations on high-performance NASA servers. Figure 7 explains the inner workings of the PSG modules, and how the user can enable / disable the different modules, and request for different spectral outputs.
Retrievals
PSG permits the comparison of user-provided data to synthetically generated spectra and derives planetary parameters in the process (see examples in Figure 8 ). The retrieval process employs the The user sends a XML configuration file, and receives different type of spectral results (str, tel, srf, trn, atm, rad, noi), all standardized as text ASCII tables. The API will call the required modules (geometry, atmosphere, continuum, PUMAS/CEM, generator) in a sequential order, yet the user can also enable / disable modules as needed.
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, also known as the damped least-squares method, in solving the non-linear least squares problem. This method interpolates between the Gauss-Newton algorithm and the method of gradient descent, with the Levenberg-Marquardt method being more robust, meaning that it finds a solution even if the initial conditions are far from the final solution. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is based on the MPFIT program [91] , which draws from the robust package called MINPACK-1.
The user-provided file should be formatted as a text file with two or three columns. The first column should indicate the frequency/wavelength of each pixel, while the second column should describe the measured flux. A third column (optional) should indicate the 1-sigma uncertainty in flux, and if no error is provided, PSG will assume a 5% uncertainty. The intensity of the data can be scaled to a flux physical unit by a scaling factor, while the user can select from a broad range of frequency/wavelength units (e.g., GHz, cm -1 , µm) and flux units (e.g., W/m 2 /µm, Jy). Beyond affecting spectroscopic data. The different panels show how these issues could affect the data, and their impact on the residuals. The methods employed to remove these instrumental effects are described in [92] .
fitting the data to the model, PSG can also correct for a broad range of issues typically affecting spectroscopic data (see figure 8) . By employing pre-computed telluric spectra (see section 5.3), PSG can also fit the water and column parameters affecting ground-based data.
The uncertainty in the retrieved parameters is computed from the covariance matrix, which is in turn calculated from the Jacobian matrix at convergence. This is the standard statistical method used to compute parameter errors from Levenberg-Marquardt retrievals. In order to compensate for the quality of the fit, the reported uncertainties are scaled by the square root of the reduced chisquare. Since the retrieval method involves running dozens of spectroscopic simulations, a retrieval can take up to a couple of minutes for intensive scattering radiative-transfer calculations.
It should take only a few seconds when running emission and cometary retrievals, since these computations are based on a heavily optimized radiative transfer package, which employs precomputed non-LTE fluorescence efficiencies.
Current limitations of PSG and future steps
As discussed in the previous sections, PSG can be used to synthesize a wide range of planetary fluxes under a variety of observing conditions, yet there are particular cases and modes not yet supported by PSG. We are actively working on addressing these, and we expect that these additional capabilities will become available to the community in the next years. We do think that the main analytical and numerical methods associated with the radiative-transfer calculations (e.g., scattering, layer-by-layer, line-by-line, correlated-k, surface synthesis) have been already addressed, with much of the improvements happening in the input parameters for these models.
Atomic / ionized species: as presented in Table 1 , PSG can synthesize spectra for hundreds of molecules, yet for atomic species, only a handful are sparsely supported (e.g., Na, K, O, C).
Numerous spectroscopic databases for atomic species do exist (e.g., VAMDC, NIST, Kurucz), yet they rarely provide information about line broadening and properly modeling these emissions / absorptions requires of ad-hoc radiative-transfer analysis. Furthermore, these species are typically present in non-equilibrated environments (e.g., non-LTE, ionized), and the excitation process has to be properly tailored for each regime. Our emphasis in the near future will be in collecting and acquiring reliable broadening information for the most commonly observed atoms, that we will then use to compute line-by-line spectra and cross-sections.
Lineshape broadening and high-temperature excitation: most spectroscopic information regarding lineshapes has been done for an air mixture (N2+O2) as collisional partner, and it is the information provided by the main molecular repositories (e.g., HITRAN and GEISA), yet HITRAN does provide lineshape information for non-terrestrial atmospheres for a selection of species. Other databases (e.g., JPL and CDMS) do not provide lineshape information.
Extrapolating these broadening coefficients to other collisional regimes (e.g., CO2, H2, He) is far from trivial. Some approximations and numerical methods do exist to perform this transformation (e.g., Robert Bonamy complex mechanism), yet such methods have to be tailored and parameterized using empirical information. In addition, most databases (e.g., HITRAN, GEISA, JPL, CDMS) have been designed to provide spectroscopic information for lines which are active at "terrestrial" temperatures (~300K), and therefore they are relatively incomplete for computing high-temperature spectra (T>1500K). In the last years, the ExoMol spectroscopic database has started compiling information about line broadening parameters for certain species in a H2/He atmosphere and for high temperatures. They have also recently released a numerical method (ExoCross) to compute cross-sections using a variety of spectral databases [93] . We are actively working with these teams (e.g., HITRAN, ExoMol), and as new spectroscopic information is released, we will integrate them into PSG.
Non-equilibrated regimes: in instances where collisions no longer establish the radiative equilibrium of the molecules, or chemistry leads to non-equilibrated states, the atmosphere can be considered to be in non-thermodynamic equilibrium. Such disequilibrium can be thermal, mechanical, chemical, and/or radiative, and it is for instance the case of exospheres or highly radiated environments. Cometary atmospheres are an example of non-LTE, as the low densities (low collisional rates) and high solar influx lead to radiative disequilibrium, as demonstrated by the strong fluorescence emissions dominating their infrared spectra. In PSG, we model this disequilibrium by ingesting fluorescence efficiencies (g-factors) which are pre-computed for a particular rotational temperature and solar radiation flux. These linelists can be applied to other similar exospheres of comparable low-collissional rate and high-insolation rate. We expect in the future to integrate other non-LTE processes in PSG, by providing specifically tailored linelists and population schemes for each regime.
Conclusions
We Simulations of the Neptune carbon-monoxide (CO) J=5-4 rotational line with a sub-millimeter observatory (compare to [95] ); c) Surface reflectance modeling of a Pluto-like object as observed at near-IR wavelengths (compare to [58] ); d) Ultraviolet transit spectrum of an Earth-like planet containing the signatures of several key species in our atmospheres (compare to [96] ); e) Simulated transit spectra of super-Earth GJ-1214b as observed with JWST (compare to [33] ). f) Simulated coronagraphy spectra of an Earth-like planet as observed with LUVOIR (compare to [97] ).
Appendix A
The modules in the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) operate by establishing their parameters by reading the information from a configuration file (associated to each user). The format of the file is a relaxed form of XML (eXtensible Markup Language), the now preferred file type across applications. Every parameter is entered as an individual line in the form of "<OBJECT>Mars".
For parameters allowing multiple values, these are entered separated by commas (CSV) in the form of "<ATMOSPHERE-GAS>H2O,CH4,CO".
The user can modify these parameters as needed (within the allowed ranges, the values in brackets for the "Text" type indicate maximum number of characters), and some modules will also populate and modify these parameters as needed. For instance, the "GEOMETRY" module of PSG, will consider information about the date, object and observing geometry and will calculate observing angles and other geometric parameters that will be stored in the configuration file. The user is also free to override these calculations by the GEOMETRY module and to consider another set of geometrical parameters. Spectral resolution for the simulation. PSG assumes that the sampling resolution is equal is to the instrumental resolution, yet radiative transfer resolutions are always performed at the necessary/higher resolutions in order to accurately describe the lineshapes GENERATOR-RESOLUTIONUNIT
Text ( First noise model parameter -For RMS, 1-sigma noise; for TRX, the receiver temperature; for BKG, the 1-sigma noise; for NEP, the sensitivity in W/sqrt(Hz); for DET, the sensitivity in cm. 
